Addendum No. –I

Sub: E-Tender for “Supply, Storage, Installation, Testing, Commissioning and Handing Over of Non Medical Furniture for Medical College and Hospital at Sundargarh, Odisha”

Ref: Tender No. ERO/MMD/731/1101 dtd. 27.04.2019

The following enclosed drawings are also integral part of the tender document.

**Addendum 1A**

1. B01 Hospital floor plans
   a. B01 FIFTH FLOOR
   b. B01 First Floor PLAN
   c. B01 FOURTH FLOOR PLAN
   d. B01 GF plan Approved copy
   e. B01 Second Floor PLAN
   f. B01 THIRD FLOOR PLAN

**Addendum 1B**

2. B02 Medical College floor plans
   a. B02 FIFTH Floor Plan-Model
   b. B02 First Floor Plan-Model
   c. B02 Fourth Floor Plan-Model
   d. B02 Ground Floor Plan-Model
   e. B02 Second Floor Plan-Model
   f. B02 Third Floor Plan-Model

3. B03 Boys Hostel floor plans
   a. B03 Fourth & Fifth Floor Plan-Model
   b. B03 Ground & First Floor Plan-Model
   c. B03 Second & third Floor Plan-Model
   d. B03 Sixth & Terrace Floor Plan-Model

4. B04 Girls Hostel floor plans
   a. B04 Fourth & Fifth Floor Plan-Model
   b. B04 Ground & First Floor Plan-Model
   c. B04 Second & third Floor Plan-Model
   d. B04 Sixth & Terrace Floor Plan-Model
Addendum 1 C

5. B05A 3BHK+Servent floor plans
   a. B05A 3BHK+SERVANT FIFTH Floor Plan-Model
   b. B05A 3BHK+SERVANT FIRST Floor Plan-Model
   c. B05A 3BHK+SERVANT SECOND Floor Plan-Model
   d. B05A 3BHK+SERVANT STILT Floor Plan-Model
   e. B05A 3BHK+SERVANT THIRD & FOURTH Floor Plan-Model

6. B05B 3bhk floor plans
   a. B05B 3BHK FIFTH Floor Plan-Model
   b. B05B 3BHK FIRST Floor Plan-Model
   c. B05B 3BHK SECOND Floor Plan-Model
   d. B05B 3BHK STILT Floor Plan-Model
   e. B05B 3BHK THIRD 7 FOURTH Floor Plan-Model

7. B06A Dean MS residence floor plans
   a. B06A FF PLAN.
   b. B06A GF PLAN.

8. B07 Community block floor plans
   a. COMMUNITY FLOOR PLAN

9. B08 service block floor plans
   a. B08 service block plan.pdf

10. B10 Doctors residence floor plans
    a. B10 doctors residence Fifth Floor Plan-Model
    b. B10 doctors residence First Floor Plan-Model
    c. B10 doctors residence Ground Floor Plan-Model
    d. B10 doctors residence Second Floor Plan-Model
    e. B10 doctors residence Sixth Floor Plan-Model
    f. B10 doctors residence Third and Fourth Floor Plan-Model

11. B11 2BHK floor plans
    a. B11 2bhk Fifth Floor Plan-Model
    b. B11 2bhk First Floor Plan-Model
    c. B11 2bhk Second Floor Plan-Model
    d. B11 2bhk Third Floor Plan-Model

The above attached drawings are indicative only.

All other Terms & Conditions of NIT No. ERO/MMD/731/1101 dtd. 27.04.2019 remain unchanged.

GGM (MMD)
Engineering Projects (India) Ltd.

Date: 17.05.2019